
SHOT TYPE OF SHOT DESCRIPTION

1.1 WS cloudy skies; an owl flies in frame

1.2 XLS(pov) - BIRDS

EYE VIEW

forest underneath; man with the torch on the

way to the stone grave.

1.3 CLOSE UP from the bottom of the grave a mouse runs away

1.4 VLS owl attacking/ catching the mouse and flies

away revealing (dof change into xLS) in the

distance the hooded man who comes...

1.5 VLS man walking to the grave

1.6 INSERT on his boots coming

1.7 LS into CLOSE ON man walking to the grave the long torch flame

blinds the camera"

1.8 MLS man arriving at the grave. Thrust the torch in

the ground

1.9 MS takes from under the cape a flower bouquet and

bends to put in the vase at the grave (low-

ground level)

1.10 WORMS EYE VIEW flowers put "on the camera"

1.11 MCU man bent rise glare to the grave stone

1.12 CU (tilt up) from flowers to the old grave stone. Engraved

"here lies my heart". Lightning in the

distance. owl squeal from back(ground)

1.13 MLS-(pan) man turns to see

1.14 LS the owl devouring the mouse farther in the

grass. Owl flies away suddenly

1.15 MLS man kneels, he put on arm on the stone.

1.16 CU on the clenched hand, dof change to reveal

his vampire fangs(only lower part of face in

frame). lightning.

1.17 MASTER camera pans around him while wind start to

blow

1.18 INSERTS leafs blown around; torch flame flickering

1.19 MS wind starts to blow harder

1.20 INSERT cloths, hair blown by wind

1.21 XCU his cheek, tears fell from his eyes.

lightning, thunder

1.22 MS-worms eye

view

tear falls on the flowers

1.23 INSERT tear drop on the flower accompanied shortly by

drops of water/rain

1.24 MASTER into MLS rain starts. he close his head to the stone

1.25

1.26 XCU on his lips

1.27 MS he bites his finger and let droplets of blood

drop on the grave stone

1.28 CU the drops of blood stream across the stone.

there are older streaks of dried, washed up

blood.

1.29 CU water mix with blood and fall on the white

flowers



SHOT TYPE OF SHOT DESCRIPTION

1.30 CU the white flowers. torch light flicker

1.31 MLS into LS torch dies off. His eyes glow red in the dark

of the hood

1.32 LS into VLS man stays in front of the grave despite heavy

rain


